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Algorithms for Routing and Wavelength Assignment
Based on Solutions of LP-Relaxations

Rajesh M. Krishnaswamy and Kumar N. Sivarajan

Abstract—In this letter, we consider the problem of maximizing
the number of lightpaths that may be established in a wavelength
routed optical network (WRON), given a connection matrix, i.e.,
a static set of demands, and the number of wavelengths the fiber
supports. The problem of establishing all the connections of the
connection matrix using the fewest number of wavelengths has
been investigated in [3], [6]. We call the former problemMax-RWA
(problem of maximizing the number of lightpaths) and the latter
problem Min-RWA (minimizing the number of wavelengths).
In this letter, we only consider WRON’s with no wavelength
conversion capabilities. We formulate the Max-RWA problem
when no wavelength conversion is allowed as an integer linear
programme (ILP) which may be solved to obtain an optimum
solution. We hope to solve the ILP exactly for small size networks
(few nodes). For moderately large networks (tens of nodes)
we develop algorithms based on solutions obtained by solving
the LP-relaxation of the ILP formulation. Results obtained for
networks such as NSFNET and EONNET are presented.

Index Terms—Linear programming, network, wavelength divi-
sion multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

WAVELENGTH routed optical networks (WRON’s) are
promising candidates for providing a flexible transport

backbone network. The basic service which a WRON will offer
is alightpath service. A lightpath service between any two nodes
of a WRON is the ability to provide a dedicated wavelength
between them for carrying bits.

We consider the problem of maximizing the number of con-
nections that can be established in a WRON (no wavelength
changing) given a connection matrix and the number of wave-
lengths the fiber supports. This will be termed as theMax-RWA
problem. The problem of realizing all the connections of a given
connection matrix using the least number of wavelengths will be
termed as theMin-RWAproblem. TheMin-RWAproblem has
been studied in detail in [3], [6]. Our methodology is to for-
mulate theMax-RWAproblem as an integer linear programme
which when solved provides an optimal solution. We note that in
[2], for the virtual topology design problem, we obtained solu-
tions which were close to optimal when we rounded the solution
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obtained by solving the relaxed problem. This motivates us to
use similar methods here too.

A. Contribution of This Work

In all the previous linear formulations for theMax-RWA
problem (refer [1]) or theMin-RWA problem (refer [6]) the
paths that the source–destination pair are allowed to take had to
be specified beforehand. This is called as thepath formulation
ILP. As the number of paths in a graph between a node pair
is exponential in the number of nodes of the graph so the path
formulation will have to restrict itself to a few paths per node
pair. When only a limited number of paths are considered
the path formulation ILPapproach may yield a sub-optimal
solution.

Our linear formulation is alink based ILP formulation,i.e.,
the constraints are over the links (edges or arcs) of the net-
work. The advantage of the above formulation is that we do not
specify the paths before hand, but allow the integer linear pro-
gram solver to choose any possible path and any possible wave-
length for a source–destination pair and also the number of con-
straints in this formulation grow polynomially in the number
of nodes. Thelink ILP formulation uses a set of constraints
termed aswavelength continuity constraints. These constraints
were first introduced in [2].

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION: MAX-RWA

In this section we present two 0–1 ILP formulations for the
Max-RWA problemwhen no wavelength conversion is allowed.
The first ILP formulation uses the wavelength continuity con-
straints of [2] and the second ILP formulation uses a new set
of wavelength continuity constraints. The motivation for pre-
senting the two formulations for the same problem stems from
the fact that the two ILP’s have different constraints sets and
hence the heuristic algorithms, which takes as inputs the solu-
tion of LP-relaxations (illustrated in Section IV), may choose
routes and wavelengths for source–destination pairs differently.
We would like to compare the results obtained by rounding the
solutions of the first ILP with that of the second ILP and come
up with some criteria for choosing one heuristic over the other.

A. First ILP Formulation

Let denote the number of connections that are to be
routed between nodeand node . For each connection a route
and a wavelength have to be assigned. We note that the wave-
length and route assignment should be clash free, i.e., two light-
paths established using the same wavelength should not have
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any common physical link. The objective here is to maximize
the number of carried connections.

We use the following notation.and denote originating and
terminating node of a lightpath.and denote the endpoints
of a physical link. when used as a superscript denotes the
wavelength number. used as superscript or subscript denotes
the th lightpath between a source–destination pair.

1) Parameters: Number of nodes in the network.
the traffic matrix, i.e., is the number of connections that are
to be established between nodeand node . denotes the
existence of a link in the physical topology. If then
there is a fiber link between nodeand , otherwise is 0.

the number of wavelengths the fiber can support.
2) Variables:

• , if there exists a th lightpath between ,
else .

• , if the th lightpath between nodeand
node uses wavelength; else .

• , if the th lightpath between nodeand
node uses wavelength and is routed through physical
link ; else .

Note that , where is the number
of wavelengths the fiber can support and for a given ,

.
3) Objective:

Remark: Maximizes the number of connections.
4) Constraints:

for all

Remark: Ensures that number of connections established is
atmost .

• Wavelength continuity constraints

for all and

Remark: This ensures that if lightpath exists then
only one wavelength is assigned to it, among thepossible
choices

for all and

Remark: The above equation ensures that only those
could be nonzero for which the corresponding
variables are nonzero

for all and

Remark: By the above constraint we ensure that no two light-
paths traversing through the physical link will have the
same wavelength assigned to them

if

if for all and

if and

Remark: The above constraints ensure that the same wave-
length is reserved at every node for a lightpath . Note
that they analogous to the flow conservation equations in mul-
ticommodity flow problems.

Observation: In the first ILP, variables grow as
Number of edges and the number of constraints grows as

.

B. Second ILP Formulation

In this ILP formulation the constraints does not grow with
the number of connections. Hence we may use this to solve the
Max-RWAproblem for larger networks.

We may think of a WRON with wavelengths being sup-
ported on a fiber as a network with multiple fibers links be-
tween the nodes with each fiber link supporting just one wave-
length. Each of the links labeled . We
may now write the flow balance equations such that at each node
the sum of the flows coming on links labeledis equal to the
sum of the flows going out on the links labeled. We observe
that writing the flow balance equations for every label,, cap-
tures wavelength continuity. The above observation motivates
the subsequent ILP formulation.

1) Parameters:For sake of brevity we shall only enumerate
any new terms used in this formulation.

• denotes the existence of theth multiple
link of the physical link , otherwise .

.
2) Variables:

• , if a lightpath setup between nodeand node

uses the th multiple link of edge else
.

• denotes the number of lightpaths established be-
tween node and node . It takes positive integral values.

3) Objective:

Remark: This maximizes the number of connections to be
established.

4) Constraints:

for all

Remark: The above set of equations ensures that the number
of lightpaths from origin nodeand destination nodeare equal
and is at most the requirement, , for the source–destination
pair

for all and

Remark: This equation is a flow balance equation and en-
sures that at a node “wavelength is conserved,” i.e., the same
wavelength is used on the incoming and outgoing links of a
lightpath

for all
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Remark: This ensures that there is at most one lightpath
traversing link .

Observation: In the second ILP, variables grow as
Number of edges and the constraints

grow as . The second ILP has fewer
constraints and variables than the first ILP.

III. A LGORITHMS FORMAX-RWA

A. First ILP and Second ILP

For sake of brevity the we will only describe the algorithms
here. A more detailed enumeration is in [4, Ch. 3]. Solution of
the LP-relaxation yields fractional flows which when appropri-
ately rounded up to a 0 or 1 yields an integer solution. For ex-
ample when we solve the LP-relaxation of the first ILP we ob-
tain variables and which contain
the fractional flow information, where would
imply that 0.5 units of flow of theth connection of source–des-
tination pair using color flows on physical link .

We use two different approaches to obtain an integer solu-
tion. Algorithm-A rounds variables obtained by solving the first
ILP. Note that by rounding variable of type , ,

we obtain a wavelength and a path to a connection
of a source–destination pair . This algorithm terminates
when it can no longer round variables without violating wave-
length continuity constraints.

Algorithm-B has two steps. In the first step the algorithm
rounds the variables obtained by solving the relaxed problem,
first ILP or second ILP, to get routes for all connections listed in
the connection matrix. From the routes we derive a path-graph
[1]. In the next step of the algorithm, we use heuristics to find a
maximal set of nodes that can be vertex colored usingcolors.
Note that this step is equivalent to finding the maximum number
of connections that supported usingwavelength [1].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. NSFNET and EONNET

The skeleton of the NSFNET shown in [2] is a 14-node net-
work with 21 edges. The European optical network (EONNET)
shown in [5] is a 20-node network with 39 edges. In both these
networks, each edge represents a pair of directed fibers, one in
each direction.

The generation of connection matrix and the actual connec-
tion matrix used for NSFNET (total of 268 connections) and
EONNET (total of 374 connections) is detailed in [4, Table 3.7
and Table 3.6] and [4, Table 3.6].

B. Discussion of Results Obtained

The results for NSFNET and EONNET are tabulated in
Table I. We note that as we increase the number of available
wavelengths beyond the LP lower bound (19 and 22) for
NSFNET and EONNET, there is no marked improvement in
the number of connections that are established. This may be
explained as follows. If we solved the relaxed problem with a
large number of wavelengths available then we observe that the
fractional solutions obtained distributes over all possible routes
and wavelengths available for a source–destination pair. This
being the case the rounding heuristic which takes as inputs the

TABLE I
RESULTSOBTAINED FOR NSFNETAND EONNET

fractional solutions may have no criterion for choosing one path
over another. Hence we may end up picking nonoptimal paths
and wavelengths to satisfy the demand of a source–destination
pair. If undesired paths and wavelength are picked then the
heuristics were observed not to converge to the total number
of connections even if we had large number of wavelengths
available. Hence the first conclusion is that we do not to solve
the relaxed problem with number of wavelengths greater than
the LP lower bound (19 and 22 for NSFNET and EONNET
networks). More details of various algorithms are available in
[4].

We notice that algorithms-B which inputs solutions obtained
by using the second ILP has higher blocking in all cases. This is
due to the fact that the second ILP has fewer constraints and so
the rounding heuristic has many equally promising choices for
choosing routes and wavelengths to satisfy the demand. When
the network has large number of connections and large number
of nodes it was our computational experience that solving LP-re-
laxation of the second ILP occupies less memory and less com-
putational time than solving LP-relaxation of the first ILP. The
second conclusion we draw is to solve LP-relaxation of the first
ILP and then use algorithm-A for moderately large networks,
and for large networks solve LP relaxation for the second ILP
and use algorithm-C.
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